GOOD MORNING VAL DI FASSA
TODAY

Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa

TOMORROW
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HIGHLIGHT

THE STORY OF THE GENEROUS DEVIL
The book “Il Diavolo generoso” came out in 2018, on occasion of the 70th
anniversary from the death of Tita Piaz (1879-1948), but the
presentations to the public go on, such as today by the Gran Ciasa in
Soraga at 9.15 p.m. The author, Alfredo Paluselli, whose grandfather was
a companion of the climber, reconstructs the story of the alpinist called
“the Devil of the Dolomites”, for his courage in the sport and in everyday
life. Throughout the 200 pages, the extraordinary adventure of the
alpinist is narrated, his pioneristic and heroic alpinism and the idea on
tourism of Piaz, who went through two World War and made some
political choises, such as the irredentism and the anti-fascism, that put
him at risk. Paluselli tells his story with the help of a rich series of
documents, some of which unpublished.
“Il Diavolo generoso” (edit by Dolomiti) by Alfredo Paluselli is patronised by the
Dolomiti Unesco foundation.

Today in the valley
“FORTAES”, HOW DELICIOUS!

AGRICULTURAL FARMHOUSE EL MAS – MOENA AT 4 P.M.
With “auntie Maria”, attend the preparation of one of the traditional
desserts of Fassa that can be eaten on occasion of every feast!

ALL THE FLAVOURS OF “ENTORN VICH”

STRADA REZIA – LOC. POZZA/SAN GIOVANNI DI FASSA AT 9 P.M.
Local traditions and, above all, wine and food specialties characterise
the evening, always of big interest.

LONG LIVE THE BRASS BAND!

OUR LADY OF THE SNOW CHURCH – GRIES DI CANAZEI AT 9 P.M.
Concert of the “Musega Auta Fascia” brass band that present a
repertoire of famous tracks.

Itineraries
FROM CANAZEI TO GRIES
This easy walk starts from the centre of Canazei. From here, run
down the Roma Street and take the Cercenà Street on the left. Few
meters after the bridge on the Avisio river, walk leftwards on the
higher path that skirts upward the park of the Residence Villa
Avisio. Continue beyond the plank that signs the limit of the
meadows, keep on walking by the skilift Avisio, and follow its stream
for a while. Then, you will cross a little wood and, after a short
descent, walk again down by the stream. Walk nearby a wide
pasture, thereafter, enter the wood cobbled with a gorgeous mosscovered carpet. Then, come out on the state road near Pènt
(=bridge in Ladin) de la Roa. Overpass it and come back to Canazei
along Pareda Street.

The complete schedule of the events is available by the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
AUGUST 28TH AT 8.30 A.M. – POZZA

AROUND THE MOUNTAIN DAIRY FARMS
THE JUMELA DAIRY FARM, WITH ALL ITS ANIMALS AND DELICACIES,
IS WAITING FOR YOU (EXCURSION AGAINST PAYMENT).
AUGUST 28TH AT 9 A.M. – CANAZEI

Did you know that...
In the past, floods were a costant danger for the villages in Val di
Fassa. In fact, the streams had no embankment, so they would often
overflow, flood the fields and damage roads and houses. Moreover,
in case of big flooding, landslides would often detouch and bring
rocks, trees and a big amount of earth down to the valley.

BIKE RIDES FOR YOUTHS

EASY SINGLE TRAILS WITH THE BIKE GUIDE TO IMPROVE THE
TECHNIQUE FROM A VERY YOUNG AGE (7-14 YEARS OLD; ACTIVITY
AGAINST PAYMENT).
AUGUST 28TH AT 5.30 P.M. – MOENA

BIO-PILATES IN THE OPEN AIR

TRAINING WITH AN INSTRUCTOR AT SUNSET. ENROLMENT: SPORT
CHECK POINT (ACTIVITY AGAINST PAYMENT).

Initiatives reserved to the guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment). Enrolments required within the previous day by the Tourist
Offices. The activities are reserved to the guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board.
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